
New Guide to Private Placement and Buy/Sell
Programs
Explains the history and evolution of
these powerful project finance and
wealth enhancement programs, and how
genuine trade groups protect your
deposit

LONDON, UK, May 5, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- A constant theme
running through the global non-bank
finance market as it has evolved since
the 2008 crash, has been private
placement and buy/sell programs. Sadly,
the whole sector has become tainted as
unscrupulous individuals, with no real
knowledge of how it operates, have
persuaded the unaware to part with significant sums of money on the expectation that they were
going to reap outstanding returns. So prevalent did these scams become that the FBI and other
agencies actually put out warnings that these programs are, in themselves, a scam.

Blame the internet, it’s the cause of much grief in the market generally! It’s probably true to say that
less than 1% of what’s on offer on the internet is real. But, nevertheless it is a genuine, private ‘Tier-1’
market place where financial instruments of many types (mostly MTN’s) are transacted by
independent traders and trading groups, operating across the world’s top-tier banks.

This Guide is written with the intent of assisting those considering entering this market to make the
right decisions. It explains some of the obscure or unclear aspects of PPP’s and has been prepared
from personal experience, and also plagiarizing content from papers produced by others who,
because of the confidential and sensitive nature of these programs, prefer to remain anonymous.

Download the full guide here: TheWealthJournal Guide to Private Placement and Buy/Sell Programs
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